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Business process models and application knowledge for Oracle 
Cloud Applications

Expectations of modern enterprise software applications have reached unimaginable dimensions: optimal support 
and transparency of value chains in combination with high user-friendliness and simultaneously decreasing 
implementation and operating costs. As a platform for digital transformation, enterprise software is becoming an 
essential safeguard for the agility of business models. Companies are opting for cloud-based applications, which they 
obtain as software services (SaaS) and orchestrate in adaptable business processes - even across company boundaries. 
Oracle® with its Oracle Cloud Applications is one of the global market leaders with the most complete product portfolio in 
the market.

But what functional and business performance do Oracle Cloud 
Applications offer? How can the new software be introduced quickly as 
part of agile processes? And how can a sustainable knowledge exchange 
between users and experts lead to higher user satisfaction and thus an 
increase in efficiency? Horus BP4Apps provides the answers to all these  
questions.  
Horus® BP4Apps™ stands for “Business Processes for Oracle Cloud 
Applications“ as well as for “Oracle NetSuite Applications“ and includes 
Solutions for the areas: ERP, EPM, SCM, CX and HCM. It is an easy- 
to-use knowledge-based system that provides users with comprehensive 
business process knowledge. 
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Business Transformation

Knowledge advantage for BP4Apps users
The benefit of Horus BP4Apps comes from the knowledge advantage enabled by the integrated knowledge models – 
advantage in the evaluation, introduction and in the daily use of Oracle Cloud Applications:

• Governance through transparency
         Clear, easy-to-understand models ensure transpa-

rency through all phases of the application life cycle.

• Learning and exchange of experience
        Online training and ongoing exchange of experien-

ces in a secure social network.

• Implementation: higher speed, lower risk
        Efficient requirements engineering and consistent 

use of best practice.

• Ensuring business continuity
         Establish an effective process for ongoing business 

process improvement, taking into account Oracle 
product development.

• Agile corporate strategies
        Fast implementation projects, low TCO and more 

agility in business processes.

Abundant knowledge models for technical structures of Oracle Cloud Apps
At the heart of Horus BP4Apps is an abundantly filled knowledge base that allows users to gain deep insight into the 
technical structures of Oracle Cloud Applications. This knowledge base consists of easy-to-understand, logically linked 
models that provide different views of the aspects of Oracle Cloud Applications that are relevant to users. Behind the 
quality and timeliness of the models is the Horus Partner Community, a global network of companies with extensive 
experience in the environment of Oracle Enterprise Applications, with project know-how that has been continuously 
documented in knowledge models in cooperation with Horus.

Seamless integration
The Horus BP4Apps knowledge models are managed for the customer 
in a dedicated repository in the Horus Public Cloud. The use of the Horus 
BP4Apps Cloud Service includes the adaptation to new Oracle product 
releases as well as an ongoing improvement of the knowledge models 
based on newly gained best practice experience. Horus BP4Apps are 
embedded directly in the user interface of Oracle Cloud Applications. 
This ensures direct access to the target group-specific knowledge 
models.
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